Jissen Gakuen is a coeducational integrated junior high and high school, and it is located in residential area in Tokyo. It can be said that this newly plane Freedom learning manor house is the place that is made and collected only the unfilled space and room as a “ground” in terms of space and time, to the place filled by class room as main “figures” of the school. The function expected here is a place of a student's self-teaching and at the same time a hall of leisure-time activities and it can also receive neighboring residents etc. So the contents of activity them-self are action of OFF, to the action of ON as school lessons. With careful treatment of view and sunshine duration, the outer shell is formed in harmony with its circumstance and the hall as an inner shell is placed on semi-basement of the outer shell. So a gap space is produced in between outer and inner shell and the space for various leisure-time activities is woven and piled up to the top floor in the space. Originally the space for self-learning, differently from the lesson in the classroom, has been attempted to be a place for students to find their own spaces, to spend their own time and to naturally let them communicate each other.